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In this paper we investigate conditions for conservativity and exactness of d-to-1
endomorphisms. We prove that all rational maps of degree greater than 1 are
either conservative and exact with respect to normalized Lebesgue measure on the
sphere, or have an attracting property inside the Julia set. We provide examples of
rational maps which can be shown to be conservative and exact by using the
previous result which was not formerly known to have this property. Q 1999
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The study of complex dynamical systems began in the 1920s with the
work of mathematicians including Fatou, Julia, and Lattes, but faded inÁ
the 1930s. The advent of computers and the pictures they could generate
rekindled interest in the field in the 1980s. In this paper, we discuss
questions from measurable dynamics and ergodic theory, in both the
settings of complex analytic maps of the sphere and of d-to-1 nonsingular
endomorphisms. More specifically, we develop conditions which guarantee
that a nonsingular d-to-1 endomorphism is conservative and exact. Then
we show how to apply these results to rational maps on the sphere using
 .normalized surface area of the sphere denoted m as the measure.
In Section 2.1, we provide basic definitions and theorems from ergodic
theory. Then in Section 2.2 results about nonsingular d-to-1 endomor-
w xphisms are discussed. Eigen and Silva 7 have shown there is a condition
w xcalled fullness that implies ergodicity and conservativity. Also, Rohlin 24
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proved that in the measure preserving case, full and exact are equivalent
conditions. Motivated by these results, we develop a new condition called
lim sup full a map f is lim sup full with respect to a probability measure m
 n ..  . .if lim sup m f A s 1 for all sets A with m A ) 0 . We prove thenª`
following:
THEOREM A. If T : X ª X is a nonsingular d-to-1 endomorphism that is
lim sup full with respect to a probability measure m, then T is conser¨ ati¨ e and
exact with respect to m.
Note that this theorem is true even if there is no invariant measure
equivalent to m. Also, it is much easier to verify that a map is lim sup full
than to verify that it is full. In Section 2.3 we use Theorem A to prove that
rational maps satisfying a particular condition are lim sup full with respect
to the probability measure m. This is used in Section 3 to show that they
are conservative and exact.
In Section 3.1 we provide basic definitions and theorems from complex
dynamics. In Section 3.2 we derive inequalities from the Koebe distortion
theorem. The rest of Section 3 is devoted to applying the results of Section
2 to rational maps of the sphere. Theorem B, the main result of this paper,
w xis proved in Section 3.4. A theorem of McMullen 20 , which is a refine-
w xment of a theorem by Lyubich 17 , classifies rational maps as either being
ergodic with respect to m or having an attracting property on its Julia set.
We strengthen this result by proving the following theorem about rational
maps:
THEOREM B. If R is a rational map of degree greater than 1, then either
 . a R is conser¨ ati¨ e and exact with respect to m hence R is ergodic and
 . .  .  n .  ..J R s C , or b lim sup r R x , P R s 0 for m-almost e¨ery x in` nª`
 .the Julia set of R, where r is the spherical metric and P R s
nD R c : c is a critical point of R , the postcritical set of R. 4 .n) 0
w xIt has already been shown by Rees 22 that maps with a finite postcritical
set and no periodic critical points have an invariant measure equivalent to
w xm, so they are conservative. Ledrappier 15 has shown that for a rational
map R, if there is a measure n equivalent to m and invariant with respect
< n.X . <to R, and lim R z s ` for n-a.e. z in the complex sphere, then Rnª`
is weak Bernoulli. This is a condition which implies that R is exact and
hence full. However, the result of Theorem B does not require the
existence of an invariant measure equivalent to m.
In Section 4 we provide applications of Theorem B. Most of the
section is devoted to describing an example with an infinite postcritical
set of m-measure 0, and using Theorem B to show it is conservative
and exact. Thus, Theorem B encompasses more than just maps with
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finite postcritical sets. Finally, we prove some results that relate ergodicity
and conservativity to the postcritical sets of maps with the property that
 n .  ..lim sup r R x , P R s 0 for m-almost every x in the Julia set.nª`
The material presented here is found in the author's Ph.D. dissertation
submitted to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in May 1996.
2. CONSERVATIVE EXACT d-TO-1 ENDOMORPHISMS
This section contains results about nonsingular d-to-1 maps which are
applied in subsequent sections to rational maps of the sphere. For conve-
nience, we provide some basic definitions for nonsingular d-to-1 endomor-
phisms in Section 2.1. The rest of Section 2 is devoted to measure theoretic
properties of lim sup full maps. The concept of full measure-preserving
 . w xmaps defined in Section 2.1 was introduced by Rohlin 24 who proved
the following theorem.
THEOREM 2.1. Let T be a measure preser¨ ing endomorphism on a
 .Lebesgue probability space X, B, m . T is exact if and only if T is full.
Thus, for any map that has a finite invariant measure equivalent to m, full
and exact are equivalent with respect to m. However, it is difficult to
determine if an arbitrary map has an invariant measure equivalent to the
given measure or if a map is full. We show in Theorem A that lim sup full
implies exact even when there is no finite invariant measure equivalent to
the given measure.
2.1. Background for Nonsingular d-to-1 Endomorphisms
Let T denote an endomorphism of a Lebesgue probability space
 .X, B, m where X is a set, m is a Lebesgue probability measure, B is the
s-algebra of measurable sets, and m-almost every point has at most a
countable number of preimages under T. We assume T is measurable i.e.,
y1 . .  .   y1 ..T A g B for all A g B and backward nonsingular i.e., m T A
 . . . w xs 0 m m A s 0 for all A g B . Due to Rohlin's work 25 , we can also
assume without loss of generality that T is both forward nonsingular
   ..  . .m T A s 0 m m A s 0 for all A g B and forward measurable
  . .T A g B for all A g B by replacing X with a T-invariant subset of
full measure if necessary. Further, Rohlin has shown that there exists a
 4  ` .countable partition M s M , M , . . . , M , . . . of X such that m D M1 2 i is0 i
 .  .s 1, m M ) 0 for all i, and the restriction of T to M denoted by T isi i i
w xone-to-one 25 . Because T is nonsingular, m(T and m are equivalenti
measures on M . A map T is a nonsingular d-to-1 endomorphism if T isi
both forward and backward nonsingular, M contains d elements, and
 .  4T M s X for i g 1, . . . , d .i i
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A measure m is absolutely continuous with respect to a measure n
 .  .  .m < n if for every B g B, m B s 0 whenever n B s 0. m and n are
called equivalent measures if they have the same measure 0 sets; i.e.,
m < n and n < m. The measure m is an invariant measure with respect to
the map T : X ª X if m(Ty1 s m, and then T is called measure
y1 .preserving. Also, we call a set A an invariant set if T A s A and a
 . y1forward invariant set if T A s A. Because T (T equals the identity,
any invariant set is forward invariant.
If T is a nonsingular d-to-1 endomorphism of the probability space
 . yn .X, B, m with d ) 1, we say T is exact if F T B contains onlynG 0
sets of m-measure 0 or 1. T is ergodic if every invariant set A has measure
 .0 or 1. Finally, T is conservative if for all A g B with m A ) 0 there is
 yk  . .some k ) 0 such that m T A l A ) 0. Later, the following easily
w xproved facts found in 24 are used.
 .THEOREM 2.2. A nonsingular d-to-1 endomorphism T on X, B, m is
 .exact if and only if m A s 0 or 1 for e¨ery set A g B with the property that
yn n .T T A s A for all n ) 0.
 .LEMMA 2.3. Let T be a nonsingular d-to-1 endomorphism of X, B, m .
If T is exact, then T is ergodic.
In general the converse of Lemma 2.3 does not hold, i.e., ergodic does
yn n .not imply exact. Consider any invertible ergodic map f. Then f f A s A
for all A, and unless we have a very unusual measure, it is not true that
every set has measure 0 or 1. Also, Eigen and Hawkins have constructed
w xsome d-to-1 one-sided shift maps which are ergodic, but not exact 6 .
There are several other conditions equivalent to conservativity for
nonsingular d-to-1 endomorphisms, but the only one used in this paper
is recurrence. A nonsingular d-to-1 endomorphism T is recurrent if for
all measurable sets A, m-almost every v g A belongs to the set
A l D` TykA, the set of points in A returning to A at least once. For aks1
w xproof of the equivalence of recurrence and conservativity, see Krengel 13 .
w xRecall the following fact proved in 11 , keeping in mind that in the
nonmeasure preserving case, a nonsingular d-to-1 endomorphism is not
necessarily conservative.
 .LEMMA 2.4. Let X, B, m be a probability space and let T : X ª X be a
measure preser¨ ing d-to-1 endomorphism. Then T is recurrent and hence
conser¨ ati¨ e.
w xUsing the notation of Eigen and Silva 7 , a map T : X ª X is called full
 n ..with respect to a measure m if lim m T A s 1 for every positivenª`
measure set A. A set A is called finite full if there is an l ) 0 such that
 l ..m T A s 1. We define a map T : X ª X to be lim sup full with respect
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 n ..to the measure m if lim sup m T A s 1 for all sets A g B withnª`
 .m A ) 0.
2.2. Conser¨ ati¨ e Exactness
We use a few lemmas to show that lim sup full implies exact. The first is
a version of a standard measure theory result about absolutely continuous
measures.
LEMMA 2.5. If T : X ª X is a nonsingular d-to-1 endomorphism, then for
 .e¨ery e ) 0 there is a d ) 0 such that for any measurable set A, m A ) 1 y d
  ..implies that m T A ) 1 y e .
Proof. Let e ) 0. Because T is a d-to-1 endomorphism, there is a
partition M , . . . , M with the property that T s T N is one-to-one for1 d i Mi
all i. Also, on each M , m(T and m are equivalent measures, so there is ai
 c .   c ..d ) 0 such that m A l M - d implies that m T A l M - erd. Leti i i i
 4  .  c.   c..d s min d . If m A ) 1 y d , then m A - d for all i and m T A Fi i
d   c .. d   ..c m T A l M -  erd s e . Notice that if x g T A , then xis1 i is1
 c.  .   ..g T A by the surjectivity of T. Therefore if m A ) 1 y d , m T A s
c c  .. .   ..1 y m T A G 1 y m T A G 1 y e .
We analyze how the property of being lim sup full affects the forward
iterates of a positive measure set A and its complement Ac. Lemma 2.6 is
the main result used in the proof of Theorem A.
LEMMA 2.6. If T : X ª X is a d-to-1 endomorphism which is lim sup full
 .  j . j c..and A satisfies 0 - m A - 1, then for infinitely many j, m T A l T A
) 0.
1 c .  .Proof. Assume m A G otherwise replace A with A . Because2
 c.  l c..0 - m A - 1 and T is lim sup full, there is an l ) 0 such that m T A
1 l c  ..) . Therefore, m A l T A ) 0.2
 4Because T is lim sup full, there is an increasing sequence, n , ofk
 n kw l c.x.natural numbers such that lim m T A l T A s 1. Letk ª`
1 n l ckÄ w  .x0 - e - , and let A s T A l T A . Thenk2
Älim m A s 1. 1 . .k
kª`
Therefore, there is a k ) 0 such that for all k ) k ,1 1
nk l c Äm T T A G m A ) 1 y e . 2 .  . . .  .k
Applying Lemma 2.5 to T l, we obtain a d ) e ) 0, such that for all
measurable sets S g B,
m T l S ) 1 y e , whenever m S ) 1 y d . 3 .  .  . .
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 .Using 1 , we see that there is a k ) 0 such that for all k ) k ,2 2
nk Äm T A G m A ) 1 y d . 4 .  . .  .k
 .  .Therefore, 3 and 4 show that
l nk l Äm T T A G m T A ) 1 y e . 5 .  . . .  . /k
 4  .  .Let k s max k , k , and for all k ) k , let j s n q l. By 2 and 5 ,0 1 2 0 k k
 jk ..  jk c..  jk . jk c..m T A ) 1 y e and m T A ) 1 y e . Thus, m T A l T A
) 0.
We need the following two lemmas for the proof of Theorem A. We
include proofs in the following text.
 yn n . .  yn n c. c.LEMMA 2.7. If m T T A ^ A s 0, then m T T A ^ A s 0.
 yn n . . yn n c.Proof. Suppose that m T T A ^ A s 0 and let B s T T A l
n . n c. X c n . n X.A. Then T B ; T A so there is a B ; A such that T B s T B .
X yn n X. yn n . yn n . X yn n .Now B ; T T B s T T B ; T T A . So, B ; T T A l
c  X.  yn n . c.  c.A , and m B F m T T A l A s m A l A s 0 by our initial
 .  yn n ..  yn n X..assumption. Also, m B F m T T B s m T T B s 0. Thus,
yn n c c  . .m T T A ^ A s 0.
yn n .LEMMA 2.8. If T : X ª X is a d-to-1 endomorphism and T T A s A
 n . n c..for all n ) 0, then for all n ) 0, m T A l T A s 0.
 c.  yn n . yn n c..Proof. For all n ) 0, 0 s m A l A s m T T A l T T A
 ynw n . n c.x.  n .s m T T A l T A . By the nonsingularity of T , m T A l
n c ..T A s 0.
We now prove the main result of this section.
THEOREM A. If T : X ª X is a nonsingular d-to-1 endomorphism that is
lim sup full with respect to a probability measure m, then T is conser¨ ati¨ e and
exact with respect to m.
yn n .Proof. Suppose A s T T A m-almost everywhere for all n ) 0. By
 n . n c..Lemma 2.8, m T A l T A s 0 for all n ) 0. Therefore, Lemma 2.6
 .implies that m A s 0 or 1, and T is exact.
 .  n .Let U be a set with m U ) 0, and let W s z g U: T z g U for
4  .  n ..some n ) 0 . Suppose m U y W ) 0. Then lim sup m T U y W snª`
 .1 because T is lim sup full. Let 0 - a - m U . Then there is some l ) 0
 l ..such that m T U y W ) 1 y a . Therefore, some point of U y W
 .returns to U, contradicting our assumption. Thus, m U y W s 0, T is
recurrent, and T is conservative.
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w xWe note that Eigen and Silva 7 have shown that if a map is full, it is
w xconservative 7 . Their techniques can also be used to prove that if T is
lim sup full, T is conservative and ergodic by replacing full with lim sup full
throughout their proof.
2.3. A Condition Implying Lim Sup Full
Here we show that if all positive measure sets ``fill'' a finite full set
under iteration of the map T , T must be lim sup full. This condition is
satisfied by an interesting class of rational maps discussed in Section 3.
PROPOSITION 2.9. If T : X ª X is a nonsingular d-to-1 endomorphism
and for e¨ery positi¨ e measure set A there is a finite full set U satisfying
 n . .  .lim sup m T A l U s m U , then T is lim sup full.nª`
Proof. Let A be a positive measure set in X and let U be a finite full
 n . .  .set in X such that lim sup m T A l U s m U . There is annª`
 4increasing sequence of natural numbers n withk
lim m U y T nk A s 0. 6 .  . .
kª`
 l ..Choose l ) 0 such that m T U s 1. Let e ) 0, and let W sk
nk .U y T A .
Now because T is a d-to-1 endomorphism, there is a partition M , . . . , M1 d
of X such that m(T l and m are equivalent on each M . Therefore, therei
 l ..  .is a d ) 0 such that m T W l M - erd whenever m W l M - d .i k i k i i
 4  .Let d s min d . By 6 there is a k ) 0 such that for all k ) k ,i 0 0
 .  .  l ..m W - d so m W l M - d F d for all i. Therefore, m T W Fk k i i k
d  l .. d  l n k  ... m T W l M -  erd s e . Then m T T A Gis 1 k i is 1
 l nk . ..  l ..  l ..  l ..m T T A l U s m T U y W G m T U y m T W G 1 y e .k k
n  ..Thus, lim sup m T A s 1.nª`
Proposition 2.9 and Theorem A together prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 2.10. If T : X ª X is a nonsingular d-to-1 endomorphism and
for e¨ery positi¨ e measure set A there is a finite full set U with
 n . .  .lim sup m T A l U s m U , then T is conser¨ ati¨ e and exact.nª`
Proof. By Proposition 2.9, T is lim sup full. Then by Theorem A, T is
conservative and exact.
3. CONSERVATIVE EXACT RATIONAL MAPS
In this section we analyze rational maps satisfying a particular condition
on the Julia set, and we show that these maps are both conservative and
exact without requiring the existence of an invariant measure equivalent to
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w xLebesgue. Earlier, it was shown by McMullen 20 that this condition
 wimplies ergodicity this is a refinement of a theorem of Lyubich 17,
x. w xTheorem 1 , but exactness and conservativity were unknown. Rees 22
has shown that if R has a finite postcritical set and no periodic critical
points, then there is an invariant measure equivalent to Lebesgue
w xmeasure, so R is conservative. Also, Ledrappier 15 has shown that for a
rational map R, if there is a measure n equivalent to m which is invariant
< n.X . <with respect to R and lim R z s `, for n-a.e. z g C , then R isnª` `
weak Bernoulli. This is a condition which implies that R is exact and
hence full. However, the question of the existence of an invariant measure,
finite or s-finite, equivalent to Lebesgue measure is not an easy question
to answer.
For convenience, we provide some background information on complex
analytic maps of the sphere in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, we present
inequalities which come from the Koebe distortion theorem. In Section 3.3
we use these inequalities to show that certain types of sets ``fill up'' the
space under iteration. Finally, in Section 3.4 we combine all of the
previous results to prove the main result of this paper, Theorem B, which
classifies rational maps as either being conservative and exact or attract-
ing. This strengthens the result of McMullen which classifies rational maps
as either being ergodic or attracting.
3.1. Background from Complex Analytic Maps
Let C denote the extended complex plane which can be viewed as a`
sphere via the stereographic projection. Using standard complex analysis
we see that complex analytic maps of C are identically the rational maps`
on the sphere. Therefore, any analytic map R: C ª C can be expressed` `
as R s PrQ where P and Q are polynomials with no common factors.
The degree of R is the maximum of the degree of P and the degree of Q.
We only consider maps of degree 2 or more because the global dynamics
w xof Mobius maps are completely understood. See 3 for a discussion of
Mobius maps.
For every rational map, C splits naturally into two disjoint sets: the`
Julia set, where the chaotic behavior occurs, and the Fatou set, where the
 .predictable behavior occurs. The Fatou set of a map R, denoted by F R ,
is the maximal open set of points in C where the family of iterates of R is`
  n4equicontinuous i.e., R is equicontinuous at z if for every e ) 0n) 0 0
 n . n ..  . .there is a d ) 0 such that r R z , R z - e whenever r z, z - d .0 0
 .  .  . 2The Julia set, J R , is the complement of F R . For example, if R z s z ,
 .  .then J R is the unit circle, and F R is its complement.
j .A point z g C is periodic of period j if R z s z and j is the smallest`
such positive integer. A point z is preperiodic if a forward iterate of z is
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jqk . j .periodic; i.e., there are integers j and k ) 0 such that R z s R z . A
< j.X . <periodic point is repelling if R z ) 1. The backward orbit of the point
y .  yk  . 4z g C is denoted by O z s D R z : k G 0 ; the forward orbit of`
q .  k . 4the point z is denoted by O z s D R z : k G 0 ; and the grand orbit
 .  yj k . 4of the point z is denoted by O z s D R R z : j, k G 0 .
2’< < w  < < .xLet r s dz r p 1 q z denote the conformal Riemannian metric
on the Riemann sphere, and let m denote the normalized surface area
measure of the sphere. Then the area of the sphere with respect to m is
 . 2m C s H r s 1. We use m to denote two-dimensional LebesgueÄ` C`
measure on C. Note that m and m are equivalent measures, and rationalÄ
maps are both measurable and forward measurable with respect to both m
and m.Ä
Our primary interest in rational maps is to study their measure theoretic
properties with respect to m. Many properties are directly related to the
behavior of the postcritical set, where the postcritical set of a map R is the
 .closure of the forward orbits of the critical points, i.e., P R s
nD R c : c is a critical point of R . 4 .n) 0
Note that rational maps have the property that for m-almost every point
y1 . w xx g C , R x has d distinct elements, see Section 2.7 of 3 . R is also`
nonsingular because R is analytic and locally invertible at all but a finite
number of points, allowing us to apply the change of variables formula.
This is equivalent to being a nonsingular d-to-1 endomorphism with
respect to m. Consequently, all results about nonsingular d-to-1 endomor-
phisms hold for rational maps using the measure m.
 .It is known that if R is ergodic with respect to m, then J R s C as`
stated in the following text. This follows by observing that any rational map
which is ergodic with respect to m must have a point z whose grand orbit
 .is dense in C . Then if J R / C , one can use properties of the Fatou set` `
to construct an open forward invariant set which does not contain any
forward iterates of z. This contradicts the fact that the grand orbit of z is
w xdense in C . A complete proof can be found in 1 .`
THEOREM 3.1. If R is a rational map of degree greater than 1 which is
ergodic with respect to any measure m which is positi¨ e on open sets, then
 .J R s C .`
 .One would not necessarily expect many maps to satisfy J R s C . No`
polynomial has this property because every polynomial has a neighborhood
of ` on which all iterates approach `. Therefore, the family of iterates is
equicontinuous at ` and the Fatou set is nonempty. However, there are
 .  .many examples of maps where J R s C , such as those by Lattes 1918Á`
w x  . w x  . w x  .14 , Rees 1984 and 1986 22, 23 , Lyubich 1986 18 , and Herman 1984
w x12 . Also, any map that has a finite postcritical set and no periodic critical
points has Julia set equal to C .`
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 .Now we list some properties of rational maps with J R s C . These`
are slight modifications of properties which are true for all rational maps
and can be found in any introductory complex dynamical systems book or
w xarticle like 3, 21, 18, 19, etc. .
THEOREM 3.2. If R is a rational map of degree greater than 1 and
 .J R s C , then`
 .  4a C s repelling periodic points .`
y .b C s O z for all z g C . Therefore, the backward orbit of e¨ery .` `
point is dense in C .`
 .c If W is a nonempty open set in C , then there is some n ) 0 such` 0
n .that for e¨ery n ) n , R W s C .0 `
3.2. Inequalities from the Koebe Distortion Theorem
2 2’< < w  < < .x  .Recall that r s dz r p 1 q z , m A s H r for every set A ; C ,A `
 .and m denotes two-dimensional Lebesgue measure on C. We use B x, eÄ r
to denote the ball of radius e centered at x in C using the metric`
 .r, B x, e to denote a ball of radius e lying in the plane using thee
< <  < <Euclidean metric, ? to denote the Euclidean norm or ? when theree
. < <could be confusion , and ? to denote the spherical norm. A shortr
< X . <computation shows that for any analytic map R: C ª C , R z sr` `
< X . <  < < 2 .  <  . < 2 .R z 1 q z r 1 q R z .e e e
We develop some estimates based on the Koebe distortion theorem
which are used later in this section. This version of Theorem 3.3 is found
w xin 20 .
 .THEOREM 3.3 Koebe Distortion Theorem . For e¨ery 0 - e - 1, there
 .  . <  .is a constant c e such that for e¨ery x and a g B 0, e , 1rc e F f a y .e
 . < < <  .  . < X . <  .f x r a y x F c e , and 1rc e F f x F c e , where f is any uni¨ alent
 .i.e., one-to-one and analytic function from the unit disc, D, to the complex
 . X .  .plane normalized by f 0 s 0 and f 0 s 1. Moreo¨er, c e approaches 1 as
e decreases to 0.
 .In Lemma 3.4, the constant c s c erd denotes the constant appearing
in the Koebe distortion theorem. Lemma 3.4 follows directly from
Theorem 3.3 and is stated here without proof.
LEMMA 3.4. If d ) e ) 0 and if f is any uni¨ alent and analytic function
 .on B y, d ; C, then there is a constant c ) 0 dependent only on erd suche
X X . <  . < <  .  . < < < <  . <that i f y rc F f a y f z r a y z F f y c for all z, a g B y , e , .e
X X X . <  . < <  . < <  . <and ii f y rc F f z F c f y , for all z g B y , e . .e
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’LEMMA 3.5. If p r4 ) d ) e ) 0, A and B are measurable sets
 .  .contained in B 0, e , and f is a uni¨ alent and analytic function from B 0, dr r
 .to B 0, d , then there is a c ) 0 dependent only on erd such thatr 1
 .w  .  .x   ..   .. w  .  .x1rc m A rm B F m f A rm f B F c m A rm B .1 1
 .Proof. Assume that A is a measurable set in B 0, e . Then,r
1 1 12 2< < < <m A s dz F dz s m A . .  .ÄH H22 p pA A< <p 1 q z .
  ..  .  .  .  .  .Similarly, 1r 4p m A F m A . Therefore, m A r 4p F m A FÄ Ä
 .m A rp .Ä
< X . <Applying Lemma 3.4 to f , it is easy to show that for a s f 0 and thee
 2 2 .  .   .. 2 2  .constant c satisfying Lemma 3.4, a rc m A F m f A F a c m A .Ä Ä Ä
Combining this with our earlier results,
m A c2 .Ä
m A F F m f A .  . .Ä2p pa
c2 4c2
F 4p m f A s m f A . .  . .  .22 apa .
 .   2 2 ..   ..Similarly, m A G 1r 4c a m f A . Thus,
a 2
2 2m A F m f A F 4c a m A . 7 .  .  .  . .24c .
 .By applying 7 to both A and B, we obtain
1 m A a 2r4c2 m A m f A 4a 2c2 m A .  .  .  . . .
s F F4 2 2 2 2m B m f B16c 4a c m B a r4c m B .  . .  . .  .
m A .
4s 16c .
m B .
4Let c s 16c for the desired result.1
’COROLLARY 3.6. If p r4 ) d ) e ) 0, A and B are measurable sets
 .  .contained in B y, e , and f is a uni¨ alent and analytic function from B y, dr r
  . .  .w  .  .x   ..   ..to B f y , d , then 1rc m A rm B F m f A rm f B Fr 1
w  .  .xc m A rm B for some c ) 0 dependent only on erd .1 1
 .Proof. Let w and w be spherical isometries of C with w y s 0,1 2 ` 1
Ä y1  ..and w f y s 0, and f s w fw . By Lemma 3.5 there is a constant2 2 1
 .  .c ) 0 depending on erd such that for any A, B g B y, e , 1rc ?1 r 1
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Ä Äw   ..   ..x    ...    ... w   ..m w A rm w B F m f w A rm f w B F c m w A r1 1 1 1 1 1
Ä  ..x   ..   ..  .m w B . Because f w S s w f S for all S g B y, e , and both w1 1 2 r 1
and w preserve the measure m, we have the desired result.2
’LEMMA 3.7. Let p r4 ) d ) e ) 0 and f be a uni¨ alent and analytic
 .   ..function on B y, d with C s f B y, e . Let E be the smallest ball centeredr r
 .  .    . .4at f y that contains C, and diam E s max 2 r f y , z . Thenz g ­ C
 .  . < X . <i diam E F c f y for some c ) 0 depending only on e and d ,r2 2
and
’ .   ..   . .ii if f B y, d ; B f y , p r4 and G is a set of positi¨ e Lebesguer r
 .measure, then for e¨ery b ) 0 there is a g ) 0 such that if m E l G )
 .  .  y1 .  ..  .   ..1 y g m E , then m f G l B y, e ) 1 y b m B y, e .r r
Proof. We use the same notation for both parts of the proof. Let
 . < <s denote the chordal metric on C where s z, v s 2 z y v r0 ` 0
w < < 2 .1r2 < < 2 .1r2 x  .  < < 2 .1r21 q z 1 q v for all z, v / `, and s z, ` s 2r 1 q z .0
 .  .  .  . w xNote that 2rp r z , v F s z , v F r z , v 3 . Define0
  .  ..  .l s max r f z , f y , and choose p g ­ B y, e suchz g ­ B  y , e . rr
  .  ..   .  ..that r f p , f y s l. Let s s min r f z , f y , and choosez g ­ B  y, e .r
 .   .  ..  .  .q g ­ B y, e such that r f q , f y s s. Let w : B y, d ª B 0, d andr 1 r r
  . .  .  .w : B f y , d ª B 0, d be spherical isometries with w y s 0, and2 r r 1
Ä y1  ..w f y s 0. Let f s w fw .2 2 1
 .i The diameter of E measured in the spherical metric satisfies the
following,
diam E s 2 r f p , f y .  .  . .
s 2 r w f p , 0 , w is a r-isometry .  . . .2 2
Ä Äs 2 r f w p , 0 , definition of f . .  . .1
pÄF ps f w p , 0 , r S F ? s S for all S .  .  . . .0 1 0 /2
Äp f w p . .1 es , definition of s . .01r22Ä1 q f w p . .1 /e
Therefore,
Äp f w p . .1 ediam E F . 8 .  .1r22Ä1 q f w p . .1 /e
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Then,
XÄdiam E F p c f 0 w p , .  .  .e 1 e
Ä8 , Lemma 3.4, f z G 0 for all z g C .  . .`
XÄF p c f 0 , w p F 1 because w p s e .  .  . .re 1 1e
2Ä1 q f 0 .
X X XÄ Ä Äs p c f 0 , f 0 s f 0 .  .  .r re 2 /< <1 q 0
Xs p c f y , . r
Ädefinition of f , and w , w are r-isometries . .1 2
Thus for every f there is a constant c s p c ) 0 independent of f such2
 . < X . <that diam E F c f y .r2
 .  .  .ii We first show that m E rm D is bounded above by a constant
 .independent of f , where D is the largest ball centered at f y that is
 .contained in C. Then we use this result to prove ii .
 .   . .Notice that m E is equal to the measure of B 0, diam E r2 . So,r
a 21 1 a2p2m E s r s r dr du s , . H H H 2 22p 1 q aE 0 0 1 q r .
2 2’  . .  .  .where a s tan p diam E r2 . Similarly, m D s b r 1 q b with
2 2 2’  . .  .  . w  .x w b s tan p diam D r2 . Therefore, m E rm D s a 1 q b r b 1 q
2 . 2 2 2 2  .a Fa rb because b F a. To bound a rb , we first bound diam E r
 .diam D .
 .Using an argument similar to that used to prove 8 , we see that
Ä Ä 2 1r2 . <  . <  <  . < .  .diam D G 2 fw q r 1 q fw q . Combining this with 8 , we1 1
obtain the following,
diam E .
diam D .
1r22ÄÄ 1q f w q . .p f w p . .  /11s ? , above and 8 . .1r22 Ä2 f w q . .1Ä1q f w p . . /1
1r22Ä1 q f w q . . /1Ä < <F p f w p ? , ? G 0 .  . .1 Ä2 f w q . .1
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Ä’p 2 f w p . .1F ,
Ä2 f w q . .1
Ä Äf w q - 1 because f w q s e .  . .  . /r1 1e
XÄp c f 0 w p .  .1 ’F , Lemma 3.4 i , 2 - 2 .XÄf 0 w q rc .  . .1
2s p c , w p s w q . .  . .1 1
2 4 < <  .Let c s 4p c . Observe that for x - 1, x F tan x F 2 x. Thus,3
22 2 ’ ’m E a tan p diam E r2 2 p diam E r2 .  .  . .  .
F s F2 22 ’m D b . tan p diam D r2 . ’ . p diam D r2 . .
24 diam E . .
F F c . 9 .32diam D . .
 .  . y1 .Now let b ) 0, g s br c c , and A s B y, e y f G . Because1 3 r
 .  .  .  .  .  .m E l G ) 1 y g m E and m E l G q m E y G s m E ,
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .m E yG s m E y m E lG - m E y 1 yg m E s g m E . Also,
 .  .E l f A ; f A ; E y G, so
m E l f A - m E y G - g m E . 10 .  .  .  . .
Then,
c m f A m B y , e .  . .  .1 r
m A F , Corollary 3.6 .  .
m f B y , e . . .r
c m C l f A m B y , e .  . .  .1 rs , f A ; f B y , e s C .  . . .rm C .
c m E l f A m B y , e .  . .  .1 rF , D ; C ; E .
m D .
c g m E m B y , e .  . .1 r
- , 10 .
m D .
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F c g c m B y , e , 9 .  . .1 3 r
b
F b m B y , e , g s . . .r  /c c1 3
Therefore,
  . .  y1 .  ..  .m B y, e y A s m f G l B y, e ) 1 y b ?r r
  ..m B y, e .r
 .  n .  ..We say a point x converges to P R if lim r R x , P R s 0,nª`
n .recalling that P R s D R c : c is a critical point of R . In 4 .n ) 0
w xTheorem 3.8 we state a theorem of McMullen 20 , noting that this is a
w xrefinement of a theorem of Lyubich 17, Theorem 1 . The same refinement
was done by Blokh and Lyubich for a certain class of maps on the unit
w xinterval in 4 .
 .THEOREM 3.8 Ergodic or Attracting . If R is a rational map of degree
greater than 1, then either
 .  .a R is ergodic with respect to Lebesgue measure m and J R s C , or`
 .  .  .b m-almost e¨ery x g J R con¨erges to P R .
w xThe next two results are proved in 20 and are used in Section 3.3.
 .LEMMA 3.9. Let V ; C y P R be a connected open set, and let U be a`
yn . ncomponent of R V . Then R : U ª V is a co¨ering map. In particular, if V
is simply connected, there is a uni¨ alent branch of Ryn mapping V to U.
The hyperbolic metric on a surface is the unique complete conformal
 .metric of constant curvature y1. With respect to this metric on C y P R ,`
univalent maps are ``expanding'' on the Julia set.
 .  .THEOREM 3.10 Expansion of the Julia Set . For e¨ery x g J R whose
 . 5 n.X .5 5 5forward orbit does not land in P R , R x ª ` where ? denotes the
 .norm induced by the hyperbolic metric on C y P R .`
For completeness, we state the definition of a point of positive
m-density.
 .THEOREM 3.11 Lebesgue Density . Let E ; C be a measurable set`
 . w   ..   ..xsuch that m E ) 0. Then lim m E l B x, r rm B x, r s 1 forr ª 0 r r
m-almost e¨ery x g E. A point x with this property is called a point of
Lebesgue density for E.
3.3. Filling Finite Full Sets
In this section, we prove that if R is a rational map that has a set A
 .which does not converge to P R , then A fills up an open set U under
iteration.
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PROPOSITION 3.12. Let R be a rational map of degree greater than 1. If
 .  .there is a set S contained in J R with m S ) 0 that does not con¨erge to
 .  .  .  .P R , then i J R s C , and ii for all positi¨ e measure sets A, there exists`
 k . .  .an open set U such that lim sup m R A l U s m U .k ª`
Proof. Because there is a positive measure set that does not converge
 .   n  ..to P R , there exists an e ) 0 such that E s x: lim sup r R x, P Rnª`
4  .  .  .) 2e and m E ) 0. Let A ; J R be a measurable set and m A ) 0.
 .We first assume m E l A ) 0; then we show this assumption always
holds.
   .. 4  .Let K s z: r z, P R G 2e . Because E l A ; C y P R and`
 .m E l A ) 0, Theorem 3.11 says there is a point x which is a point of
Lebesgue density of E l A with respect to m. Then because x g E, there
 4 nk .  .is a sequence n ª ` such that y s R x g K. Define B s B y , e ,k k k r k
 .and M s m B which is independent of k. From Lemma 3.9, there is ak
yn k  .  .univalent branch g of R defined on B y , 2e such that g y s x.k r k k k
 .Now because x g A ; J R , Theorem 3.10 implies that the
5 nk .X .5lim R x s ` with respect to the hyperbolic metric onk ª`
 .C y P R . Because K is compact, we have the same property on K with`
< X  . <respect to the spherical m etric. So, lim g y srk ª ` k k
< nk .X . <  .lim 1r R x s 0. Let C s g B , and let E be the smallestrk ª` k k k k
 .ball centered at x that contains C . By Lemma 3.7 i , the r diameter of Ek k
decreases to 0 as k increases to infinity. Also, because x is a point of
Lebesgue density for E l A,
m A l E .k
lim s 1. 11 .
m Ekª`  .k
 .  .Let d ) 0. From Lemma 3.7 ii , there is a g ) 0 such that m E l A )k
 .  .  nk . .   ..  .1 y g m E implies that m R A l B ) 1 y dr 2 M m B . Byk k k
 .  .11 , there is a k ) 0 such that for all k ) k , m E l A )1 1 k’ .  .  .   . .1 y g m E , and g B ; B g y , p r4 . Thus, for all k ) k ,k k k r k k 1
 nk . .   ..  .m R A l B ) 1 y dr 2 M m B , andk k
d m B d .kn nk km B y R A s m B y m B l R A - s . 12 .  .  .  . .  .k k k 2 M 2
 4Because K is compact, y must have a cluster point y g K, and byk
passing to an appropriate subsequence, we obtain lim y s y. Then thek ª` k
 .  .  .ball U s B y, e has the property that lim m B l U s m U .r k ª` k
 .Hence, for the d used in 12 , there is a k ) 0 such that for all k ) k ,2 2
d
m U y B s m U y m U l B - . 13 .  .  .  .k k 2
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 4  .  .Let k s max k , k . Then for all k ) k we can use 12 and 13 to0 1 2 0
show that
d d
n nk km U y R A F m U y B q m B y R A - q s d . .  .  . .  .k k 2 2
nk . nk .  .Because U is the disjoint union of R A l U and U y R A , m U y
 nk . .  nk ..  nk . .m R A l U s m U y R A - d , so lim m R A l U sk ª`
 .  k . .  .  .m U . Thus, lim sup m R A l U s m U , proving ii .k ª`
 .  k  ..Applying the previous argument to A s J R , lim sup m R J Rk ª`
.  .  .   . .  .l U s m U . Also because J R is invariant, m J R l U s m U .
 .  .  .Suppose that U o J R , so F R l U / B. Further, F R and U are both
 .   . .open, so F R l U is open, and m F R l U ) 0. This contradicts the
  . .  .  .  .fact that m J R l U s m U , so U ; J R . Therefore, J R does not
 .have empty interior, and thus J R s C because for any rational map,`
 .  .J R has interior if and only if J R s C .`
 nk .Now apply the preceding argument to A s E, so lim sup m R Ek ª`
.  . nk .  .l U s m U . By the invariance of E, R E s E, and m E l U s
 .  .  .m U . Because U is open and J R s C , Theorem 3.2 c guarantees that`
n0 . n0 .there is an n ) 0 such that R U s C . So A ; R U . Note that0 `
n0 . n0 . n0 .R U y R E ; R U y E . Also, because measure 0 sets map to
 .  n0 ..measure 0 sets and m U y E s 0, we have m R U y E s 0. Then
 n 0  . n 0  ..  .  n 0  ..m R U y R E s 0. Consequently, m E s m R E s
 n0 ..  .  .  .  .m R U s m C . Therefore, m E s 1 and m A l E s m A ) 0.`
3.4. Conser¨ ati¨ e Exact or Attracting
We combine our foregoing results to obtain Theorem B which we call
``conservative and exact or attracting.'' This theorem is the main result of
this paper and does not use the related result in Theorem 3.8. Note that
 .Theorem 3.8 ergodic or attracting follows from Theorem B because exact
 .implies ergodic by Lemma 2.3 and ergodic implies J R s C by`
Theorem 3.1.
THEOREM B. If R is a rational map of degree greater than 1, then
 . a R is conser¨ ati¨ e and exact with respect to m hence R is ergodic
 . .and J R s C , or`
 .  .  .b m-almost e¨ery x g J R con¨erges to P R .
 .  .Proof. If case b does not occur, then by Proposition 3.12, J R s C`
 k . .  .and there is an open set U such that lim sup m R G l U s m Unª`
 .for all positive measure sets G. Because J R s C , all open sets are finite`
 .full by Theorem 3.2 c , so U is finite full. Then because R is a nonsingular
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d-to-1 endomorphism, we can apply Theorem 2.10 to show that R is
conservative and exact.
 .   ..  .  .Remarks. a If m J R s 0, then case b always holds, and case a
cannot hold.
 .  .b All polynomials fall into case b because the Julia set of a
polynomial cannot be C .`
 .c If R has a finite postcritical set and has no periodic critical
 . points, then case b of Theorem B does not occur we discuss this in
.Section 4.1 . Thus R is conservative and exact by Theorem B.
Now we prove the following two corollaries.
COROLLARY 3.13. Let R be a rational map of degree greater than 1. If
 .  .there is a positi¨ e measure set A ; J R that does not con¨erge to P R , then
  n  .. 4  .for any e ) 0, the set E s x: lim sup r R x, P R ) e satisfies m Enª`
s 1.
Proof. We have already shown in Theorem B that if there is a positive
 .  .measure set A ; J R which does not converge to P R , then R is exact
 .and hence ergodic. E is an invariant set, so m E s 0 or 1. Because
 .  .A ; E and m A ) 0, m E s 1.
COROLLARY 3.14. Let R be a rational map of degree greater than 1. If
 .  .there is a positi¨ e measure set in J R that does not con¨erge to P R , then
  ..m P R s 0.
  n .  .. 4Proof. Let e ) 0, and E s x: lim sup r R x , P R ) e . Notenª`
 n .  . 4that E ; B s x g C : R x f P R for all n ) 0 . By Corollary 3.13,`
 .  .   ..   ..1 s m E F m B . Because B ; C y P R , m P R s 0.`
4. APPLICATIONS OF THE MAIN THEOREM
We provide examples of analytic maps which are shown to be both
conservative and exact via Theorem B. The main part of this section is
Section 4.3 where we prove there is a class of functions f constructed byv
Lyubich which are conservative and exact and do not have a positive
 .  .measure set in J f which converges to P f . These examples have anv v
infinite postcritical set, the postcritical set is not C , and they were not`
previously known to be conservative and exact. The author is grateful to
w xM. Lyubich for suggesting that the examples given in 18 would satisfy the
conditions of Theorem B, part a. This section closes by relating conserva-
tivity and ergodicity to the postcritical set for maps R where m-almost
 .  .every point in J R converges to P R .
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4.1. Maps with Finite Postcritical Sets and No Periodic Critical Points
Maps that have a finite postcritical set and have no periodic critical
points are the simplest known examples of maps which are conservative
and exact with respect to m. The first rational maps known to have a Julia
set equal to the whole sphere were constructed independently by Boet-È
w x w xtcher 5 in 1903 and Lattes 14 in 1919. They have finite postcritical setsÁ
w x w xand have no periodic critical points and are discussed further in 1 and 2 .
 . 2 w xAnother such map is R z s 1 y 2rz . There are many more. In 8 or by
w x w xcombining papers of Ledrappier 15 and Rees 22 , we see that all maps
with finite postcritical sets and no periodic critical points are conservative
and exact. However, this result is more directly obtained by noticing that
these maps satisfy a condition which guarantees that the set A s x g C :R `
 n .  .. 4lim r R x , P R s 0 has m-measure 0 and applying Theorem B asnª`
w xdone in 1 .
4.2. The Examples of Lyubich
 . 2We examine maps of the form f z s 1 q vrz , v g C, studied inv
w x w xdetail in 18 and 16 . Theorem B is used to show there are an infinite
number of ergodic, conservative, and exact rational maps, f , with av
 .positive measure set of points which do not converge to P f .v
 4All maps of the family f : v g C y 0 have two critical points, 0 and `.v
n .  .Because f 0 s `, the postcritical set of f is P f s D f 0 . .v v v n) 0 v
 4  . m .Define F : C y 0 ª C such that F v s f ` . Reg denotes them m v
collection of elements v g C that have a neighborhood of v on which
 4`F is a normal family. Irr is defined to be C y Reg. Lyubich hasm ms0
4 w xshown that for v s y , v g Irr 16, Proposition 3.2 . This is seen by0 027
2 X 2 .the fact that for f s f , f has a fixed point at with f s 1, but for0 v 0 03 30
any real v arbitrarily close to v there are two fixed points, one attracting0
 .and one repelling. Thus, the dynamics of f v near v are quitev 0
different from the dynamics of f .0
The graph of f restricted to the real numbers is drawn in Figure 1.0
2 2 .  . < <There are points a and b where f a s b, f b s 0, a - , and b - .0 0 5 5
 n w x 4 w .Let Q s x: f x g a, b , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . Notice that f maps a, 00 0
 x  x  xmonotonically onto y`, b and 0, b monotonically onto y`, 0 as
 X X.  .indicated in Figure 1. Therefore, there is an interval I s a , b ; a, b0
 . w x w X xwith the property that f I l a, b s B. Let K s a, a and K s0 0 1 2
w X x w x  4b , b , so Q ; K j K s a, b y I . Now for i g 1, 2 , f maps K0 1 2 0 0 0 i0w x w xmonotonically into a, b covering a, 0 . Therefore, there is an interval
 .I ; K such that f I ; I . Removing I from K , we obtain intervalsi i i 0 i i0 0 0 0 0
K and K such that Q ; D K , and f maps K mono-i , 1 i , 2 0 i , i g 1, 24 i , i 0 i , i0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
tonically into K . Continuing in this fashion, we obtain a family ofi1n   4  44intervals K s K : i g 1, 2 for all l g 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 suchi , i , . . . , i l0 1 ny1
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FIG. 1. f restricted to R.0
that Q ; F K n and for every K g K n, f maps K0 n) 0 i , i , . . . , i 0 i , i , . . . , i0 1 ny1 0 1 ny1
< X < w xmonotonically onto K . Because f ) l ) 1 on a, b , f isi , i , . . . , i1 2 ny1
uniformly expanding on Q , and from this it easily follows that Q is a0 0
Cantor set. Thus Q is closed, has no isolated points, is totally discon-0
 .nected, and f Q s Q . Because Q is contained in the real line,0 0 0 0
 .m Q s 0.0
`  4  .  .Define H: Q ª  0, 1 such that H x s x , x , . . . where0 is0 i 0 1
0, if f i x - 0, .0x si i 1, if f x ) 0. .0
Let
a a1 1 00 10A s s / a a /1 0 01 11
 .` 4and X s x : a s 1 . That is, X is the collection of allA n ns0 x x An nq1
one-sided sequences of 0's and 1's with the property that every 1 is
immediately followed by a 0. The map H is a homeomorphism from Q0
onto X , and satisfies H( f s s ( H, where s : X ª X is theA 0 A A A A
topological Markov chain with transition matrix A. The periodic points of
w xf are dense in Q from standard ergodic theory 28, Theorem 5.12 .0 0
 4Let f denote f for any v g C y 0 , and let L be any forwardv
invariant set of f. We define f to be the restriction of f to L. Notice thatL
f is not necessarily injective, so we denote g : L ª L to be a branch ofL
fy1, and we denote g n: L ª L to be a branch of fyn. For the function f ,L L
L is called prehyperbolic if the tangent space T L at each z g L has onez
 .of the following properties: a There exist constants 0 - l - 1 and c ) 0
5 n .5 n 5 5independent of z such that Df ¨ - cl ¨ , for all vectors ¨ g T L, orz
 .b There exist constants 0 - l - 1 and c ) 0 independent of z such that
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5 n .5 n 5 5Dg ¨ - cl ¨ for all vectors ¨ g T L. This is independent of thez
5 5norm ? on the tangent space.
 . < X . < < n . <Because f Q s Q , and f z ) 3 for all z g Q , we have Dg z0 0 0 0 0
< n.X . < 2 ns 1r f z - 1r3 . Therefore, Q is a prehyperbolic set. Using0 0
stability theory of diffeomorphisms on hyperbolic sets adapted to the
w xprehyperbolic setting 26 , it can be shown that for any v sufficiently near
v , there is a forward invariant, repelling, prehyperbolic set Q and a0 v
topological conjugacy h : Q ª Q . Also, there is a l ) 1 such thatv 0 v 0
< X  . <  .f z ) l for all z g Q . This implies that m Q s 0. Furthermore,v 0 v v
w x  .Lyubich has shown in Lemma 4.1 of 16 that for any a g Q , h a0 v
depends analytically on v.
To prove Theorem 4.2, we use Montel's theorem. The version stated in
w xthe following text is found in Beardon 3 with a proof of how to obtain this
w xversion from the fundamental theorem of normality 27 .
 .THEOREM 4.1 Montel's Theorem . Let D be a domain, and suppose
that the functions w , w , and w are analytic in D, and are such that the1 2 3
 .closures of the domains w D are mutually disjoint. Now let F be a family ofj
functions, each analytic in D, such that for e¨ery z in D, and for e¨ery f in F,
 .  .f z / w z , j s 1, 2, 3. Then F is normal in D.j
 w x.THEOREM 4.2 Lyubich 18, 16 . For any point y g X there is a ¨alue ofA
the parameter v arbitrarily close to v s y4r27 and an l ) 0 such that0
 y1 m ... mq l .h H s y s f ` for m G 0.v A v
y1  . 2 .Proof. Let y g X , z g H y g Q , z s f z , and z s f z . LetA 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0
 .  .  4w v s h z for i g 0, 1, 2 and choose an open neighborhood U of vi v i 0
such that w U l w U s B for all i / j. From our earlier remarks, we .  .i j
 .  4know that w v depends analytically on v for any i g 0, 1, 2 . Supposei
 . l  .that w v / f ` for all i, l G 0 and all v g U. By Montel's theorem,i v
 . l  .F v s f ` forms a normal family on U which implies that v g Reg.l v 0
This contradicts the fact that v g Irr.0
4.3. Conser¨ ati¨ ity and Exactness of the Lyubich Examples
Theorem 4.2 allows us to choose a map f with a critical orbit thatv
behaves like any chosen orbit of s on X . We consider f to be a mapA A v
with an infinite postcritical set obtained by applying Theorem 4.2 to an
element of X . However, the rest of the results obtained in this sectionA
are true for any map obtained by applying Theorem 4.2 to any y g X . WeA
prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 4.3. f is conser¨ ati¨ e and exact.v
Proof. Our goal is to show that the map f does not have a positivev
 .  .measure set in J f which converges to P f . We do this by assumingv v
there is such a positive measure set and by showing that any set which
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 .converges to P f must in fact converge to Q . Then the expansion of fv v v
near Q prevents a positive measure set from accumulating at Q , av v
contradiction. Then by Theorem B, f is conservative and exact.v
 .Let x s `, and for all i G 0, x s f x . From the earlier text, Q is0 iq1 v i v
compact and bounded away from the critical points of f , so there is anv
 .  4a ) 0 such that P f ; ` s x , x , x , . . . , x j Q , x g Q for allv 0 1 2 ay1 v i v
  n .  .. 4i G a . Let A s x g C : lim r f x , P f s 0 . We proceed to0 ` nª` v v
 .show that m A s 0. Let S be a neighborhood of Q , disjoint from small0 v
 4 < X <neighborhoods of 0, `, x , x , . . . , x , such that f ) l ) 1 on S and1 2 ay1 v
 .   . .m S - ` which is possible because m Q s 0 . By the continuity of fv v
 .and the compactness of Q , we may assume that f S is disjoint from anv v
 4open neighborhood U of 0, `, x , x , . . . , x .1 2 ay1
 .We first show that if a point z converges under iteration to P f , thenv
in fact it converges under iteration to Q . Notice that any point whosev
orbit accumulates at some x , 0 F i - a , must also accumulate at somei
point in Q . Let z be such a point and suppose that z g S converges tov nk
q g Q . Let m be the smallest positive integer for which z g U.v k n qmk k
 .  .Then m ) 1 because f S l U s B. Then because f S and S arek v v
neighborhoods of Q which are disjoint from U, there is an l withv k
 .0 - l - m for which z g f S y S. Continuing in the same fashion,k k n ql vk k
 .for every k ) 1 there is an l with m - l - m and z g f S y S.k ky1 k k n ql vk k
` 4Hence z must accumulate at a point of f S y S which .n ql ks1 vk k
 . is disjoint from P f , a contradiction. Thus, A ; x g C :v 0 `
 n . . 4lim r f x , Q s 0 .nª` v v
 .Now suppose m A ) 0. Then because m and m are equivalentÄ0
 .measures, m A ) 0. We proceed to show that because A converges toÄ 0
Q , there is a positive measure set A whose images under f all lie in S.v v
Then using the expansion of f on S, we show that these images of Av
grow arbitrarily large which is impossible because S is bounded. Define
 n . 4A s x g C : f x g S for all n G j ) 0 . Then A ; D A . Becausej ` v 0 j) 0 j
 .  .  j0 . .m A ) 0, there is a j ) 0 such that m A ) 0. Thus m f A l SÄ Ä Ä0 0 j v j0 0j0 .  .) 0. Let A be a closed subset of f A l S with m A ) 0. BecauseÄv j0k . < k .X . < < .X ky1 .. <f A ; S for all k G 0 and for all x g A, f x s f f x ???v v v
< X  . < kf z ) l ) 1.v
Let e ) 0. By the inverse function theorem, there is a local analytic
yk  . k .branch of f x sending f x back to x. By the analyticity of the branch,v v
k .we can choose an open ball W g C containing f x such that the normx ` v
k . .of the derivative of the branch is less than 1 q e rl for all z g W .x
 4 k . k .Then W : x g A forms an open cover for f A . We know that f Ax v v
is a closed subset of S and hence compact, so it has a finite
 4  4subcover W , W , . . . , W , which we denote W , W , . . . , W . We usex x x 1 2 q1 2 q
 4g , g , . . . , g to denote the branches on the sets in the subcover,1 2 q
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iy1respectively. Let U s W and U s W y D W for 0 - j F q. Then1 1 i i js1 j
 4 k .U is a collection of open disjoint sets. Let A s f A l U fori 0 - iF q i i
0 - i F q.
 k ..  .Notice that m f A s  m A because the boundary of eachÄ Äv 0 - iF q i
W has measure zero. So for any 0 - i F q,i
m g A s x z dm z s x z det Dg z dm z .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ä Ä ÄH Hi i g  A . A ii i i .g U Ui i i
2Xs x z g z dm z .  .  .ÄH A ii
Ui
2XF max g z x z dm z .  .  .Ä 5Hz gU i Ai i
Ui
21 q e
F m A . .Ä ik /l
 k ..  .  k  ..2   ..Therefore, m f A s  m A G l r 1 q e  m g AÄ Ä Äv 0 - iF q i 0 - iF q i i
 k  ..2  .G l r 1 q e m A .Ä
 k ..Thus, m f A can be made arbitrarily large by choosing large valuesÄ v
 .  .of k. This contradicts the fact that m S - `. So, m A s 0, and becauseÄ Ä
 .m and m are equivalent measures, m A s 0.Ä 0
 .Finally, any measurable set A of points that converge to P f must bev
 .contained in A . So m A s 0. Therefore, f is both conservative and0 0 v
exact by Theorem B.
Notice that f has only one critical orbit, and it is infinite by ourv
construction. Therefore, f is a conservative and exact rational map thatv
does not have a finite postcritical set.
 .4.4. Maps which Con¨erge to P R on the Julia Set
We close by discussing conservativity and ergodicity of rational maps
 .  .with m-almost every point in J R converging to P R .
 .THEOREM 4.4. If m-almost e¨ery x g C con¨erges to P R and`
  ..0 F m P R - 1, then R is not conser¨ ati¨ e.
 .Proof. Let e ) 0. Because P R is a Lebesgue measurable set, there is
 .  .  .an open set S such that P R ; S and m S s m P q e . Let U be an
c 4open set in S , the complement of the closure of S. Note that there is a
set U of this type as long as e is small enough.
 .Because m-almost every x g U converges to P R , there is an n ) 0x
n .such that for all n ) n , R x g S. Therefore, U cannot be infinitelyx
recurrent, and R is not conservative.
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We recall from Corollary 3.14 that for maps that do not have m-almost
 .  .   ..every point of J R converging to P R , m P R s 0. Therefore, if a
  ..  .rational map has 0 - m P R F 1, then m-almost every point of J R
 .converges to P R . For some of these maps, we can show that they are not
ergodic.
  ..  yn  ...THEOREM 4.5. If 0 - m P R - 1 and m D R P R / 1, thennG 0
R is not ergodic.
 n .  . 4Proof. Let H s x: R x f P R for all n G 0 , the complement of
yn  ...D R P R . Then H is an invariant set that lies in the complementnG 0
 .   ..  .  .of P R . Because 0 - m P R - 1, m H / 1. By assumption m H / 0,
so R cannot be ergodic.
w x w xRees 23 and Lyubich 18 have shown that there are ergodic rational
 .  .maps R with J R s C and P R s C , so consequently m-almost every` `
 .point trivially converges to P R . Thus, Theorems B and 4.4 do not
provide any further information. It is unknown to the author if either of
these maps is exact or not. However, Rees' examples are conservative
because she has shown that there is an invariant measure equivalent to m.
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